Introduction {#tca13367-sec-0005}
============

Lung cancer is now the leading cause of cancer death worldwide.[1](#tca13367-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} It is often diagnosed at a late stage and has a poor prognosis, and traditional radiotherapy and chemotherapy have limited efficacy. Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) targeting programmed cell death‐1 (PD‐1) or programmed cell death‐ligand 1 (PD‐L1) play an important role in the treatment of advanced non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) without targeted gene mutations,[2](#tca13367-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#tca13367-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} which can significantly prolong the overall survival (OS) of patients with advanced NSCLC compared with traditional chemotherapy.[4](#tca13367-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#tca13367-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#tca13367-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#tca13367-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#tca13367-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#tca13367-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#tca13367-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#tca13367-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#tca13367-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#tca13367-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#tca13367-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#tca13367-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#tca13367-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} At present, nivolumab, pembrolizumab, atezolizumab, and durvalumab have been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of NSCLC.

The Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) version 1.1 is the conventional radiological response criteria for patients with NSCLC treated with chemotherapy or targeted therapy.[17](#tca13367-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Immune checkpoint inhibitors stimulate the immune system to attack tumors instead of directly targeting tumor cells, leading to different patterns of response to immunotherapy.[18](#tca13367-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Due to the potential inflammatory effects of immunotherapy, tumors treated with immunotherapy might develop an atypical response pattern, wherein patients initially meet the criteria for progressive disease as per RECIST 1.1 but later show stable or reduced tumor burden.[19](#tca13367-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#tca13367-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#tca13367-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#tca13367-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Discontinuation of immunotherapy due to disease progression as per RECIST 1.1 may lead to the underestimation of the efficacy of immunotherapy, leading to the premature stoppage of immunotherapy. Therefore, the RECIST working group set up the immune‐related RECIST (iRECIST) to standardize and validate response criteria in trials evaluating the efficacy of immunotherapeutics.[18](#tca13367-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

The present study aimed to describe the distribution of patients who continued immunotherapy beyond progressive disease (PD) as per RECIST 1.1 in the real world and compare the differences between the RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST criteria assessments.

Patients and methods {#tca13367-sec-0006}
====================

Study design {#tca13367-sec-0007}
------------

Patients with advanced NSCLC receiving immunotherapy were retrospectively enrolled at the Peking Union Medical College, China from January 2018 to April 2019. Patients without adequate radiological evaluation (without an initial computed tomography \[CT\] scan after immunotherapy) were excluded. The clinical data for each patient were retrospectively extracted from the CAPTRA‐Lung (NCT03334864) database. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review board of Peking Union Medical College Hospital (approval number: JS‐1410). The study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients provided written informed consent for the collection of their clinical data.

Two doctors, specialized in immunotherapy evaluation (one senior, one junior), centrally reviewed all consecutive CT scans to reach a consensus. At the baseline, the sums of the longest diameters of target lesions (maximum five measurable target lesions \>10 mm, maximum two per organ) and nontarget lesions were determined, following the RECIST 1.1 guidelines.[17](#tca13367-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In this study, we did not require confirmatory CT scans to assess for progressive disease because RECIST version 1.1 does not require the confirmation of progressive disease. Follow‐up scans were performed periodically according to study protocols or clinical routine. The cutoff date for data collection was 9 September 2019.

Patterns of response {#tca13367-sec-0008}
--------------------

The distribution of stable disease (SD), partial response (PR), and complete response (CR) were identical for both guidelines. For RECIST 1.1, PD was defined as at least a 20% increase from nadir in the sum of the longest diameter (SLD) of the target lesions and/or the appearance of new lesions. For the iRECIST guideline, new measurable lesions were evaluated separately; suspicion of progression was recorded as immune unconfirmed progressive disease (iUPD). Immune confirmed PD (iCPD) was defined as an additional increase in the size of target lesions; additional qualitative worsening of nontarget lesions; an increase in the sum of new measurable target lesions \>5 mm; qualitative worsening of nonmeasurable new lesions; or the appearance of new lesions. If progression was not confirmed, the response status was evaluated compared with the baseline or nadir as iCR, iPR, iSD, or iUPD.[18](#tca13367-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Death or discontinuation of immunotherapy due to clinical progression was also considered as confirmation of progression. We defined progression‐free survival 1 (PFS1) as the time from initial immunotherapy to RECIST 1.1‐defined first progressive disease or death, progression‐free survival 2 (PFS2) as the time from RECIST 1.1‐defined first progressive disease to iRECIST‐defined first progressive disease or death, and immune‐related progression‐free survival (iPFS) as the first date at which progression criteria were met (i.e., the date of iUPD) provided that iCPD was confirmed at the next assessment. For patients with tumor progression evaluated per the RECIST 1.1, pseudoprogression (PsPD) was defined among patients who met the conventional response criteria for progressive disease but later showed reduced tumor burden.[21](#tca13367-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#tca13367-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

Statistical analysis {#tca13367-sec-0009}
--------------------

Continuous variables are expressed as means ± standard deviations. Categorical variables were analyzed using Fisher\'s exact test. OS curves were drawn using the Kaplan‐Meier method. Univariate analysis of OS was performed using the Kaplan‐Meier method and differences in survival compared using the log‐rank test. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 21.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). All tests were two‐sided, and *P* ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#tca13367-sec-0010}
=======

Patient characteristics {#tca13367-sec-0011}
-----------------------

A total of 11 of 54 patients with advanced lung cancer treated with immunotherapy were excluded due to the absence of evaluation CT scans after immunotherapy. Ultimately, a total of 43 patients were eligible for inclusion in this study (Fig [1](#tca13367-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Among these patients, the most common pathological type was adenocarcinoma (22 cases), followed by squamous cell carcinoma (17 cases), adenosquamous carcinoma (three cases), and large cell carcinoma (one case). Anti‐PD1 was the most common treatment (34 cases), followed by immunotherapy combined with chemotherapy (four cases), double‐immunotherapy (four cases), and anti‐PD‐L1 (one case). A summary of the characteristics of patients at the baseline is provided in Table [1](#tca13367-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}.

![Study profile of the pooled population. CT, computed tomography; iCPD, immune‐related confirmed progressive disease; iUPD, immune‐related unconfirmed progressive disease; PR, partial response; PsPD, pseudoprogression; SD, stable disease.](TCA-11-1068-g001){#tca13367-fig-0001}

###### 

Characteristics of 43 patients at the baseline

  Variables              No. (%)
  ---------------------- -------------
  Age                    
  Median (range)         62 (37--77)
  Gender                 
  Male                   31 (72.1%)
  Female                 12 (27.9%)
  Smoking history        
  Never                  15 (34.9%)
  Ever                   28 (65.1%)
  Pathology              
  Nonsquamous            26 (60.5%)
  Squamous               17 (39.5%)
  Stage                  
  III                    2 (4.6%)
  IV                     41 (95.4%)
  EGFR status            
  Wild‐type              22 (51.2%)
  Mutant type            5 (11.6%)
  Unknown                16 (37.2%)
  ALK status             
  Wild‐type              35 (81.4%)
  Rearrangement type     0 (0.0%)
  Unknown                8 (18.6%)
  Treatment line         
  First‐line             7 (16.3%)
  Second‐line            31 (72.1%)
  Third‐line             3 (7.0%)
  Fourth‐line            2 (4.6%)
  ECOG PS                
  0--1                   40 (93.0%)
  \>1                    3 (7.0%)
  Treatment              
  Anti‐PD1               34 (79.1%)
  Anti‐PDL1              1 (2.3%)
  Anti‐PD1 + Anti‐PDL1   4 (9.3%)
  Anti‐PD1 + Chemo       4 (9.3%)

ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; Chemo, chemotherapy; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; IO, immunotherapy; NSCLC, non‐small cell lung cancer; PD, progression disease; PD1, programmed cell death‐1; PD‐L1, programmed cell death‐ligand 1; PS, performance status.

Response patterns evaluated as per RECIST 1.1 {#tca13367-sec-0012}
---------------------------------------------

At the time of the analysis, the results of best response were as follows: 15 patients achieved PR, nine had SD, and 19 had PD. The total objective response rate (ORR; defined as the proportion of patients with CR and PR) was 34.9%. A total of 30 PFS events (69.8%) and 14 OS events (32.6%) had occurred (Fig [2](#tca13367-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The median PFS duration was 5.4 months. The median OS was not reached. Among 30 patients with tumor progression, the most common pattern of progression was target lesion progression (15 cases), followed by nontarget lesion progression (13 cases) and new lesions (nine cases). Four patients had both nontarget lesion progression and new lesions. Two patients had target lesion progression, nontarget lesion progression, and new lesions simultaneously. One patient had both target lesion progression and nontarget lesion progression.

![Progression‐free survival (PFS) and survival follow‐up in patients with non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) treated with immunotherapy. PFS1, time from initial immunotherapy to RECIST 1.1‐defined first progressive disease or death; PFS2, time from RECIST 1.1‐defined first progressive disease to iRECIST‐defined first progressive disease or death. (![](TCA-11-1068-g004.jpg "image")), PFS1, (![](TCA-11-1068-g005.jpg "image")) PFS2, (![](TCA-11-1068-g006.jpg "image")) follow‐up time after immunotherapy discontinued, (![](TCA-11-1068-g007.jpg "image")) dead, (![](TCA-11-1068-g008.jpg "image")) survival](TCA-11-1068-g002){#tca13367-fig-0002}

Response patterns evaluated as per iRECIST 1.1 {#tca13367-sec-0013}
----------------------------------------------

At the time of the analysis, the results of best response were as follows: 15 patients achieved iPR, nine had iSD, and 19 had iUPD. The total ORR (defined as the proportion of patients with iCR and iPR) was 34.9%, the median iPFS was 6.2 months, and the median OS was not reached. Finally, among 30 patients with iUPD, 10 (33.3%) patients continued immunotherapy beyond PD as per RECIST 1.1, of which seven (70%, 7/10) had iCPD and three (30%, 3/10) had continued iUPD without a decrease in tumor burden. Interestingly, among seven patients with iCPD, one (1/30, 3.3%) patient presented with PsPD later. A total of 27 iCPD events (62.8%) and 14 OS events (32.6%) had occurred (Fig [2](#tca13367-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

Table [2](#tca13367-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} summarizes the clinicopathological features of 10 patients who continued to receive immunotherapy beyond PD as per RECIST 1.1. There were 7 patients confirmed to have disease progression at the first assessment after iUPD. The most common pattern of first progression was target lesion progression (six patients), followed by new lesions (four patients), and nontarget lesion progression (three patients). One patient had target lesion progression, nontarget lesion progression, and new lesion simultaneously; one patient had both nontarget lesion progression and new lesions. Among seven patients with iCPD, the most common pattern of second progression was target lesion progression (five cases), followed by nontarget lesion progression (two cases), new lesions (two cases), and new nontarget lesion progression (one case). One patient had both nontarget lesion progression and new lesions, and one patient had target lesion progression, nontarget lesion progression, and new lesions.

###### 

Treatment details and outcomes among 10 patients treated with immunotherapy beyond progression

                      No.                     Age/sex   Smoking history   H   EGFR    ALK    ROS1     ECOG PS   Treatment   Line   Best response   PFS mo   Reason for first PD   BR after first PD   Reason for confirmed PD   iPFS mo   OS outcome
  ------------------------------------------- --------- ----------------- --- ------- ------ -------- --------- ----------- ------ --------------- -------- --------------------- ------------------- ------------------------- --------- ------------
                       1                      55/M      Ever              A   Wild    Wild   Fusion   0         Anti‐PD1    2      PR              5.4      T, NT, NEW            iCPD                T, NT, NEW                5.4       Alive
   2[†](#tca13367-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   69/M      Ever              S   Wild    Wild   NA       0         Anti‐PD1    4      PD              2.4      T                     iUPD                ---                       8.6       Death
                       3                      68/M      Ever              A   L858R   Wild   NA       0         Anti‐PD1    3      PD              3.1      NEW                   iCPD                T                         3.1       Alive
                       4                      62/M      Ever              A   Wild    Wild   NA       0         Anti‐PD1    2      SD              1.7      NT                    iUPD                ---                       13.5      Alive
                       5                      54/F      Never             A   19del   Wild   Wild     0         Anti‐PD1    3      PD              2.8      NT, NEW               iCPD                NT, NEW                   2.8       Alive
                       6                      73/M      Ever              S   NA      Wild   NA       0         Anti‐PD1    2      PD              1.9      T                     iCPD                T                         1.9       Alive
                       7                      72/M      Ever              A   Wild    Wild   NA       2         Anti‐PD1    2      PD              2.4      T                     iUPD                ---                       8.9       Alive
                       8                      68/M      Ever              S   NA      Wild   NA       1         Anti‐PD1    2      PD              1.4      NEW                   iCPD                NEW‐NT                    1.4       Death
                       9                      65/M      Ever              S   NA      NA     NA       0         Anti‐PD1    2      PR              7.4      T                     iCPD                T                         7.4       Alive
   10[‡](#tca13367-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}  64/M      Ever              S   NA      Wild   NA       1         Anti‐PDL1   1      PR              18.7     T                     iCPD                T                         18.7      Alive

---, Did not progress.

Died due to hemoptysis without iCPD; OS, overall survival.

Immunotherapy beyond iCPD, and the target lesion continued to regress.

A, adenocarcinoma; ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; BR, best response; ECOG PS, performance status according to Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; iCPD, confirmed progression disease according to iRECIST; iUPD, unconfirmed progression disease according to iRECIST; H, histologic type; NA, not available; NEW, new lesion; NT, nontarget lesion; PD, progressive disease; S, squamous carcinoma; T, target lesion.

Comparison of the RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST criteria {#tca13367-sec-0014}
-------------------------------------------------

Patients who continued immunotherapy beyond PD (*n* = 10) had significantly prolonged OS (not reached vs. 8.1 months: hazard ratio = 2.8, 95% confidence interval: 2.7--13.6, *P* = 0.03) compared with patients who did not continue immunotherapy beyond PD (*n* = 20) (Fig [3](#tca13367-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Among the 10 confirmatory CT scans, there were three discordant assessments (30%) between the RECIST and iRECIST, which were confirmed as PD using RECIST 1.1, but not by with iRECIST (which identified them as iUPD, allowing treatment continuation).

![Kaplan‐Meier curves of overall survival (OS) stratified by continued immunotherapy beyond progress disease (PD) per RECIST 1.1. CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; IO, immunotherapy; mOS, median overall survival; PD, progression disease. (![](TCA-11-1068-g009.jpg "image")) Immunotherapy beyond PD, (![](TCA-11-1068-g010.jpg "image")) non‐immunotherapy beyond PD](TCA-11-1068-g003){#tca13367-fig-0003}

Patients who continued immunotherapy beyond PD per RECIST 1.1 were all previously treated. For patients who had progressed per RECIST 1.1, only three patients received first‐line immunotherapy. It is immature to analyze the OS curve. However, the total ORR of patients who received first‐line immunotherapy was 100% (3/3), the total ORR of patients who did not receive first‐line immunotherapy was only 14.8% (4/27).

Discussion {#tca13367-sec-0015}
==========

In this retrospective analysis, we found that in the real world, 10 patients (33.3%, 10/30) continued to receive immunotherapy beyond progression. Three patients (30%, 3/10) showed continued response to immunotherapy, of which two patients benefited from subsequent immunotherapy and one patient died because of massive hemoptysis. However, no patient experienced decreased tumor burden in our study. Interestingly, among seven patients with iCPD, one later presented with PsPD. Patients who continued immunotherapy beyond PD experienced significantly prolonged OS compared with patients who did not continue immunotherapy beyond PD. These results suggested that the RECIST 1.1 evaluation underestimated the efficacy of immunotherapy. In the era of immunotherapy, iRECIST may be better used to evaluate the efficacy.

In previous reports, the proportion of patients with NSCLC who received continued immunotherapy beyond PD assessed using RECIST 1.1 ranged from 30%--90%,[21](#tca13367-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#tca13367-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#tca13367-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} similar to our results. In clinical trials, the incidence of PsPD in NSCLC was 0.6--5.8%.[7](#tca13367-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#tca13367-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#tca13367-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#tca13367-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#tca13367-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#tca13367-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#tca13367-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Consistent with previous reports, one case (3.3%, 1/30) with PsPD was found in this study. In addition, we found that prolonged disease stabilization occurred in 30% (3/10) of the patients after PD as per RECIST 1.1, and continuation of immunotherapy beyond PD significantly prolonged patients\' OS. This result suggested that although the current reported incidence of PsPD has never exceeded 10%, for some patients, especially without symptoms, continued immunotherapy beyond PD may still have significant survival benefits, even if there is no reduction in tumor burden. Due to patients who continued immunotherapy beyond PD all being previously treated, whether this result was affected by the treatment line needs to be confirmed by larger sample studies.

In addition, in our study, one patient still experienced a decrease in tumor burden after continuing immunotherapy beyond iCPD as per iRECIST. Similar to this case, Nishino *et al*.[32](#tca13367-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} reported that a patient who received anti‐PD1 had achieved a reduction in tumor burden five months after iRECIST confirmed disease progression. Therefore, it is necessary to consider whether the currently recommended diagnosis of confirmed PD for at least four weeks is sufficient to detect all patients with delayed tumor shrinkage. Therefore, in our opinion, if patients have good ECOG performance status and have not experienced serious toxicity, immunotherapy should be continued even beyond progression, which can avoid premature discontinuation, while avoiding unnecessary prolonged treatment and missing other alternative therapies.

Obviously, current radiological evaluation is not yet able to distinguish between atypical responses and genuine disease progression, and further research is needed to describe the clinical, pathological, and molecular characteristics of patients undergoing atypical responses. Based on previous reports, clinical symptom assessment,[33](#tca13367-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} positron emission tomography/CT,[34](#tca13367-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} serum interleukin‐8 levels,[35](#tca13367-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#tca13367-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#tca13367-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#tca13367-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} circulating tumor DNA,[39](#tca13367-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#tca13367-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#tca13367-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} tumor mutation burden evaluated by next generation sequence,[42](#tca13367-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} and histopathological biopsy[28](#tca13367-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#tca13367-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} may be helpful in the screening of patients suitable for continued immunotherapy beyond PD per RECIST 1.1. Further research is needed to investigate these biomarkers.

The major limitations of our study were its retrospective nature and small sample size. The findings of this research need to be validated via more large‐scale prospective studies.

In conclusion, RECIST 1.1 based on radiological assessment underestimates the effectiveness of immunotherapy, while iRECIST still needs to be optimized by choosing the appropriate time to confirm PD, for instance. The future direction of research is to build a comprehensive evaluation system to screen suitable patients who would benefit from continuing immunotherapy after PD, including changes in tumor size, clinical system assessment, positron emission tomography/CT evaluation, tumor mutation burden evaluation, and histopathological biopsy.
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